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BETA II, A NEAR TERM, FULLY REUSABLE, HORIZONTAL TAKEOFF &
LANDING TWO-STAGE-TO-ORBIT LAUNCH VEHICLE CONCEPT
Leo A. Burkardt
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
• A recent study has confirmed the feasibility of a near term, fully reusable, horizontal takeoff and
landing two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) launch vehicle concept. The vehicle stages at Mach 6.5. The
first stage is power by a turboramjet propulsion system with the turbojets being fueled by FP and
the ramjet by LH 2. The second stage is powered by an SSME rocket engine. For about the
same gross weight as growth versions of the 747, the vehicle can place 10,000 Ibm. in low polar
orbit or 16,000 Ibm. to Space Station Freedom.
Design Goals
• Near-term staged system
• Doable technology levels
• Airbreathing first stage
• Rocket second stage
• Full reuseability
• All Azimuth launch
• Horizontal take-off
and landing
• Bottom drop staging mode
ease in handling and
separation
• Integrated ferry capability
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Evolution of BETA Airbreathing Launch Vehicle
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BETA ENGINE OPERATING SCHEDULE
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Beta IINacelle at SelectedOperational Modes
2D Mixed Compression Inlet
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BETA Turbine-Bypass Engine Major Parameters
(Engine From Concurrent HSR Studies)
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Mach 6.5 Staging Beta Orbiter
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Beta II Orbiter Weights
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Propellant
Empty Weight
52,948Its.
15.4%
mPayload 10,000 lbs.
2.9%
Crew + Residuals 2,901 lbs., 0.8%
_Growth 5,5951bs., 1.6%
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BETA fl
Viable and robust
- Conservative design, structures, materials
- Minimum technology development
- 20% growth margin bulTtin
- 747 weight class
• Potential for low cost operation
-- Simple stage mating
-- Airplane-like operations (intact, safe abort)
-. Fully recoverable
-- No ferry aircraft required
Versatile
-- 10K--polar
-- I0 men + 10K _ space station
-- 30K _ space station (expendable 2nd stage)
-- All weather launch
-- M 4- 6 research aircraft (booster)
-. Cartier for airbreathing M 6-25 research vehicle
-- Multi-mission vehicle
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Advanced Manned Lanuch System (AMId) Prop. Status
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